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We are very grateful to the sage of the age to print our Baisakhi card. Have you all received it? 
Students: (----------). 
YB: Hmm? Yeah. 
Student: (----------). 
YB: I saw it today myself. She is making beautiful card. It is the play of the day of the shining sun which creates the reflection 
of life. 
Really. All right. Not my subject. 
But this Baisakhi message we have send out is very graceful. And even they don't send it to you. Get on Nirinjan's back. No, 
you don't understand what I am saying. These are the things you may remain Sikh or not, you may die or live, but something 
you have to leave for the period of your life, for the legacy of your children. So they may know how is it, how they were. It's 
very important. Card is very, if, if a card can impress me, well, what more you want? And it's a Baisakhi card, it should be 
given to you anyway. Today I hope you will have your papers and pencils and you will understand what I am saying, so I am 
going to speak very slowly and cover as much I can. 
Basically, man or woman are impotent. Basically. Fundamental is that we come from shuniya. shuniya means zero. And for 
that sake, we do not like activity. There is a very beautiful story in the scripture, you might have heard it before. Some holy 
man was passing through the jungle. He saw a man lying down flat, with a brick under his head and doing nothing. He watched 
him. So one day he sat down with him and he said, "Hey, you lazy fellow, you should get up and do some work." 
He say, "Then what will happen?" 
He say, "You will become rich." 
He say, "Then what will happen?" 
He say, "You will be married and have children." 
He say, "What that will happen?" 
He say, "Then you will retire." 
He say, "Then what will happen?" 
He say, "Then you can lie down in peace and have fun." 
He say, "Idiot, what I am doing now?" 
So, there is a different concept. Things which I am unable to let you know is very unfortunate and I find myself not successful 
in this. The God which rotates the earth, if is left to take care of your routine, you will be lucky, fortunate and happy. But 
somewhere because of your insecurity, anger, you just mess it up. And it is like that, 
'Haathi Kay Daanth Khaaney Kay Aur, Dikhaney Kay Aur.' 
People have different teeth like a elephant which shows its teeth, those two big teeth are different than the teeth what he 
actually eats. When you hire a person, things are very different, when you fire a person, things are very different. When you 
expect from a person to deliver and doesn't deliver, things are different. Like that. 
Why people do not know the art of deliverance? Art of deliverance, people, not that people are lazy or they are insane and they 
don't want to do things. Art of deliverance puts a person responsible. And the only thing what we call is a retirement, happiness 
or anything is when we should not be responsible. It's not that people don't want to be successful. They want to be successful, 
but they don't want to be responsible. And success doesn't come without responsibility. And responsibility cannot be delivered 
without discipline, discipline cannot be delivered without self-involvement. 
There is a technical side of us. It is biorhythm. It is by the hour, two and a half hour when the nostril change, your biorhythm 
change. If it's by the hour, it is by the day, it is by the month and it is by the year. At some weaker moment, we do not want to 
tie turban. Another weaker moment, we won't go out without tying a 
turban, though it's not necessary. At one weaker moment, we will not 
eat. Another weaker moment we'll ask even somebody's food in hand, 
"Give it to me, I am hungry." Because we have not developed the 
psyche of the discipline.9,58  
We have discipline, but not the psyche of the discipline. Psyche of the 
discipline, discipline should come before you. Your psyche is it tells 
you before hand if it goes in front of you, as a flag guide and that is 
called intuition. You can be a Sikh, Moslem, Christian, nothing, atheist, 
Buddhist, this thing, that ist, whatever you are, that will never give you 
any comprehensive power if you do not have a control over your breath. 
There is no way out, folks, don't consider left and right. You got to, 
when you feel paranoia, insecure, not sure, all that things which you 
don't like to be in, breathe mechanically, it will disappear mentally. But 
if you breathe automatically, mechanically, that will work, but when 
you are on the automation of the breath, you will not survive. To give 
reverence to the breathing, Guru said, 'Pawan Guru.' The guide, the 
teacher, who has the right to give you all what you need in the planet is 
the breath. Vehicle of the Prana. Some young people think, okay, let us have fun. When we grow up, we'll take care of ourself. 
Umhu, by that time, you have lost the energy, the youthfulness and then you become absolutely self-reactive. And I show you 
today how it works. Okay? 
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Now please make a lotus of your hands. Pinkie and this two thing touch and all these four string, we'll make it like a lotus 
flower at the center of your heart center and look. Nine times eyes closed, one-ninth, like at the tip of your nose and 
concentrate.  Concentrate, settle down.  It is okay, don't worry. Look at the tip of your nose, you got to learn. One day you 
want to be ten time ahead of me. If you don't start now, you won't catch up.  Put that tape, 'Pawan, Pawan, Paar Para.' And 
please whisper with it.  See sun finger is itching. Concentrate.  (The tape, 'Pawan, Pawan, ...' is played).  YB (talks over tape): 
..... Use the force of breath. Force of breath and navel... Open up the chakra, the prana, apana and (?)... Concentrate, take 
advantage by experiencing the Kriya.... Meditate...  SIDE-B (The tape continues).  YB (talks over tape): .... Use the navel 
strength and the breath, go... Keep the lotus on... Steady, behold... If you feel relaxed in any part, try better. Push the energy 
upward.... Inhale deep and relax your body.  (The tape stops).  YB: And breathe long and deep. That is priceless three minutes 
you are going to get. Long, deep, by your own force, breathe.  Recharge yourself with a long, deep, slow breath which is you 
will do mechanically.  Please start breath of fire.  Powerful, powerful, strong. Don't forget it. This is what guarantees your 
health.  Come on, come on, take advantage. Time is passing.  Hari Mandir Kaur has birthday today and you will be served 
cookies, therefore work hard. Come on, you are not, you are, some of you are stopping.  Inhale deep, hold tight, pump the 
navel point, keeping the breath in, breathe out. Breathe in deep, pump the navel point strongly as you can. Breathe out. Again, 
deep, deep, deep. Now strongly pump as much you can. Please.  Relax.   YB: Sing to the most beautiful young girl, whose 
birthday is today  (Tape 'On this day....' is played).  May we all be blessed with grace and honor. May we understand the 
greatest, virtuous gift of life which God has bestowed on us, may we surrender unto to his eternal wisdom to walk in our life 
with peace and tranquility. May we have all love and affection, care and kindness to share. May this day become a most 
gracious day in our life to continue on the walk of life. Sat Nam.  Students: Sat Nam.  YB: Well, well, well. Hey young girl, 
just distribute the cookies. Hey, hey you two, come here. Come, come. Get the cookies. Go, go, go, go. I am going to read it. 
There is nothing in it. shuniya. Give me other one. Oh, this (?). Student: (----------).  YB: One was shuniya, other was sing and 
rejoice, fortune is smiling on you. That's pretty good. Keep on, keep on go and distribute 

            kriya 33,54 minutes
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